Those who (like me) use and value Blomberg's excellent textbook Jesus and the Gospels: An Introduction and Survey (Leicester: Apollos, 1997) will be pleased to see that Blomberg, distinguished professor of New Testament at Denver Seminary, has produced a volume of similar quality on the remaining parts of the New Testament.
In the brief "Introduction", Blomberg describes the origin and aims of the book. Whilst other volumes in the field concentrate on matters of introduction, theological significance or specialised forms of analysis that have been growing in popularity, Blomberg concentrates 'on detailed mastery of the meaning of texts of Scripture themselves' (p. 2). Therefore he only offers the most crucial items of introduction in enough detail to provide the necessary background for correctly interpreting New Testament books. The emphasis lies 'on surveying the actual structure and contents of each book, the main points in each section, the distinctive exegetical cruxes, and several key terms for contemporary application ' (p. 3) . Blomberg adopts what he calls a 'broadly based evangelical perspective' (p. 3). However, he has read widely, 'interacted with a broad cross-section of scholarship, and tried to offer representative sampling of approaches across a wide spectrum of theological commitments' (p. 3).
For each New Testament book Blomberg begins with introductory considerations. This is followed by abbreviated remarks in commentary form on the most central, interesting, relevant and/or controversial details of the book. Next, we have in Blomberg's own words:
passage-by-passage (at times even verse-by-verse) comments with footnotes to where specific concepts or quotations originate or to where fuller discussion of issues may be found. Finally, some brief remarks with respect to the contemporary application … and a selective bibliography of works for further study.
Each chapter ends with review questions. In addition, italicised material, maps, charts and diagrams make the volume user friendly. Altogether, the book can best be described as a detailed survey of the New Testament, for all its worth and with the limitations of that emphasis.
The introduction contains brief reflections on the canon. The volume does not contain a historical or theological introduction to this part of the New Testament (Acts and the Epistles) or to the relationship of Jesus and the Gospels to Acts, the letters of the New Testament and the Book of Revelation. Neither does the volume offer a concluding chapter, summarising the purposes and theological emphases of these parts of the New Testament or their relationship to the first noncanonical writings of the ancient church.
"Part one" offers a detailed introduction to the Book of Acts ('The Gospel moves out', p. 9-82; 'because it appears immediately after the Gospels in canonical sequence and because it forms the narrative context into which many of the epistles may be inserted with greater understanding', p. 3).
"Part two" on Paul and his letters begins with a survey of Paul's life and ministry (p. 85-114). The letters appear in chronological order, in so far as their age can be reconstructed: Whilst he is well informed on current research, his aim is for students to read, understand and appreciate the texts themselves. This is welcomed in view of the increasing number of students in many training institutions whofor a variety of reasons -do not come to their theological training with a sound knowledge and command of the New Testament. They need volumes such as this one before they can turn to volumes which focus more on critical scholarship of the New Testament rather than the actual content of the New Testament itself.
